100 WAYS TO SAY "SAID"

1. acknowledged 26. continued 51. interjected 76. reminded
2. added 27. corrected 52. interrupted 77. repeated
3. admitted 28. cried 53. joked 78. replied
4. advised 29. deceived 54. lied 79. reported
5. affirmed 30. decided 55. maintained 80. restated
6. agreed 31. declared 56. mentioned 81. revealed
7. announced 32. demanded 57. mumbled 82. screamed
8. answered 33. denied 58. murmured 83. shouted
9. argued 34. denounced 59. objected 84. sighed
10. asserted 35. detected 60. offered 85. speculated
11. assured 36. disclaimed 61. ordered 86. spouted
12. avoided 37. disclosed 62. panted 87. stated
13. avowed 38. divulged 63. pleaded 88. stipulated
14. awakened 39. emphasized 64. pointed out 89. theorized
15. bellowed 40. estimated 65. prayed 90. threatened
16. blurted 41. explained 66. preached 91. tolerated
17. bragged 42. expressed 67. presented 92. underestimated
18. cautioned 43. forewarned 68. proclaimed 93. uttered
19. challenged 44. founded 69. promised 94. volunteered
20. claimed 45. gasped 70. proposed 95. warned
21. concealed 46. growled 71. protested 96. whimpered
22. conceded 47. grunted 72. quipped 97. whispered
23. concluded 48. guessed 73. ranted 98. wondered
24. confessed 49. hinted 74. recovered 99. yelled
25. confused 50. insisted 75. related 100. yelped